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Abstract: A mathematical model and simulation analysis on main control valve mechanism of LNG ship steam turbine 
are carried out. A reasonable modeling division of main control valve mechanism is achieved in accordance with the idea 
of modular modeling, and all the models are established respectively. The modeling division includes cam lifting 
mechanism, oil actuator and double-valve body. The state space equations are used successfully to describe the servo 
system of main hydraulic valves and to reveal their dynamic process. Finally, the simulation modules are combined 
according to the structure and function of main control valve mechanism in Matlab/Simulink environment. By comparing 
experimental data and calculated data, the simulation results meet the accuracy requirements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 LNG ship steam power plant is very different from the 
traditional ship diesel engine in control and manipulation. At 
present, the modeling and simulation research work on 
relevant power of its institutions and propulsion control 
system need to be carried out urgently. This paper takes 
some research on modeling and simulation about steam 
turbine main control valve hydraulic servo mechanism of 
LNG ship including cam lifting gear, oil actuator, double-
valve and the flow characteristics for main control valve to 
reveal the dynamic characteristics, static characteristics and 
operation rules of steam turbines in the regulation process. 

2. REGULATION PRINCIPLE OF STEAM TURBINE 
MAIN CONTROL VALVE HYDRAULIC SERVO 
MECHANISM 

 The steam turbine main control valve is a key equipment 
to achieve the manipulation for LNG ship main propulsion 
plant, its basic components are shown in Fig. (1), including 
the cam angle signal box, cam gear, lifting lever mechanism, 
pilot valve, oil actuator (servo cylinder), open valve lever 
and double-valve body (ahead valve and astern valve). 

 In LNG ship main propulsion control system, the 
superheated steam enters from the main boiler into the main 
control valve with open head control valve or reversing 
control valve by the order of RMP command [1, 2]. The 
amount of steam into turbine is adjusted by changing the 
main control valve to control the steam turbine’s speed and 
power. When the servo motor drives the cam to turn a certain 
clockwise angle, the lifting lever moves up and drives the  
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feedback lever up with taking the left end as fulcrum. It 
makes the pilot valve spool up and opens the servo cylinder 
upper inlet, So the piston will move downwards due to 
pressure oil, the movement of the piston is transmitted to the 
valve body via the open valve lever, which will reduce the 
ahead control valve opening or increase the astern valve 
opening. At this point, the feedback lever will take the right 
side as the fulcrum and move down. Then, the pilot valve’s 
spool will move down gradually. When the top inlet and the 
bottom inlet in the servo cylinder are closed again, the piston 
will be in a stationary state and the valve opening will be 
fixed. Finally, the main steam turbine will work under a new 
stable condition. 

3. MODULAR MODELING DIVISION FOR MAIN 
CONTROL VALVE HYDRAULIC SERVO MECHANISM 

 On the basis of analyzing LNG carrier propulsion control 
system deeply, the main control valve mechanism of LNG 
ship steam turbine is divided into some independent units 
and the corresponding mathematical model is established 
respectively, and the controlled object model is applied that 
has been established to conduct the simulation test. 

 Modular modeling division is a key point to main control 
valve hydraulic servo mechanism. In order to reveal the 
valve opening and closing process accurately and 
completely, the main control valve hydraulic servo 
mechanism is divided into cam lifting gear, oil valve actuator 
and double-valve body, and the three-part mathematical 
models are established respectively. Each module having a 
clear boundary, the output of the cam gear (shown in Fig. (1) 
as the movement of a lifting lever) acts as the input of oil 
actuator gear, whose output is also the input of double-valve 
(shown as a piston displacement in Fig. (1) and double-valve 
output is namely specific opening of ahead valve or astern 
valve). The used principles of modular divisions for main 
control valve hydraulic servo mechanism are as follows: 
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1) Every sub-module can achieve physical and logical 
functions completely and independently, and provide with 
mathematical independence and clear boundary; 

2) The interaction between the sub-modules should be as 
small as possible, to ensure that any module’s integration 
and isolation cannot affect the others. 

4. MAIN CONTROL VALVE HYDRAULIC SERVO 
MECHANISM MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

 Based on the idea of modular modeling, each 
mathematical model is established according to the equations 

of energy conservation, mass conservation and momentum 
conservation [3]. The modeling processes for each 
mechanism are as follows: 

4.1. Mathematical Model of Cam Lifting Gear 

 Cam lifting gear modeling finds the mathematical 
relationship between the cam angle and displacement of 
lifting lever. The mathematical relationship between the cam 
angle and displacement of lifting lever obtained from the 
experimental data of a real ship main control valves, is 
shown in Table 1. 

 
Fig. (1). The working principle of main control valve mechanism. 

Table 1. Correspondence between cam angle and lifting lever displacement. 
 

Cam Angle (°) Displacement of Lifting Lever (mm) Cam Angle (°) Displacement of Lifting Lever (mm) 

0 0 150 43.5 

15 3.25 160 64.25 

20 5.25 165 75.05 

30 7.25 -15 -3.25 

40 8.15 -20 -5.25 

50 9.05 -30 -7.75 

60 10.40 -40 -9 

70 12.05 -50 -10.75 

80 14.55 -60 -13.75 

90 16.90 -70 -17.05 

100 19.55 -80 -20.75 

120 29.05 -90 -28.25 

130 32.35 -100 -39.75 

140 35.55 -105 -46.05 
Notes: a) The counterclockwise direction of cam angle is positive, clockwise negative; the down direction of lifting lever displacement is positive, up negative. b) The maximum 
angle of the cam rotation counterclockwise is 165°; the maximum angle of clockwise rotation is 105°. 
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 Considering the possible error in measurement data, the 
least squares polynomial fitting is used by the data in Table 1 
to achieve mathematical relationship between cam angle β 
and lever displacement µ, such as: 

  Δu = f (β )  (1) 

 The original point and the fitted curve are shown in  
Fig. (2). 

 
Fig. (2). Fitted curve for the correspondence between cam angle 
and lifting lever displacement. 

4.2. Oil Actuator State Space Equation 

 When the pilot valve spool leaves balance position, the 
upper port and lower port open, and the hydraulic oil goes 
through the throttling small port rapidly. For the servo 
cylinder inlet cross section before and after, the application 
of Bernoulli equation [4, 5] is used: 

  
v1

2 − v0
2 = 2g

λ
( p0 − p1)  (2) 

where, λ is hydraulic oil specific gravity, N/m3; v0, v1 are the 
speed of hydraulic oil through the orifice and orifice back, 
m/s; p0, p1 are the pilot valve external oil pressure and servo 
cylinder piston upper pressure, respectively, Pa. 

 Taking the hydraulic oil as an incompressible fluid and 
according to the continuity equation, the Eq. (3) can be 
obtained as: 

  v1A1 = v0 A0  (3) 

where, A0, A1 are the inlet opening cross-sectional area and 
the cross-sectional area of back chamber in oil port. 

 By Eqs. (2) and (3) to get the following Eq. (4): 

  
v0 =

2g
λ

p0 − p1( ) A0 / A1( )2
−1  (4) 

 The inlet flow volume of upper port through the servo 
cylinder is: 

 

 

  

Q = Cvv0 A0 =
Cv A0

A0 / A1( )2
−1

2g
λ

p0 − p1( )

= cA0

2g
λ

p0 − p1( )  (5) 

where, Cv is the velocity coefficient, and 

  
c = Cv A0 / A1( )2

−1  is named throttling flow coefficient, 
obtained through the experiment. 

 Due to the pilot valve spool under symmetric vertically 
and non-overlapping, the throttling area of slide valve is 
proportional to the amount of displacement △x, the relation 
equation as follows: 

  A0 = kΔx  (6) 

 As a result, 

  
Qup = ckΔx

2g
λ

pa − p1( )  (7) 

 In the same way, the return oil flow can be computed by 
Eq. (8) through the servo cylinder lower part: 

  
Qdown = ckΔx

2g
λ

p2 − pb( )  (8) 

where, pa and pb are upper inlet oil pressure and lower return 
oil pressure, respectively; p1 is the oil pressure of the lower 
part of the piston in servo cylinder; p2 is the oil pressure of 
the upper part of the piston in servo cylinder. 

 Assuming no internal leakage, so Qup = Qdown, since the 
return oil pressure is very small, even negligible, namely  
pb = 0; The pressure difference on both sides of the piston is 
△p = p1 − p2, therefore, the upper inlet oil flow of servo 
cylinder is: 

  
Qup = ckΔx

2g
λ

pa − Δp
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (9) 

 Let
  
C = ck 2g

λ
, then, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as: 

  
Qup = Δx ⋅C

pa − Δp
2

= f Δx,Δp( )  (10) 

 Eq. (11) is obtained by linearizing Eq. (10): 

  
Qup = K1Δx + K2Δp  (11) 

where, 

  
K1 =

∂ f
∂Δx Δx=Δx0

= C
pa − Δp0

2
 (12) 

  
K2 =

∂ f
∂Δp Δp=Δp0

= − C
2 2 pa − Δp0

 (13) 
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 On the other hand, the relationship between the servo 
cylinder piston displacement △y and flow Q as follows: 

  

dΔy
dt

=
Qup

Aρ
            Qup = Aρ dΔy

dt
 (14) 

where, A is piston area, ρ is fluid density. 

 The Eq. (14) into Eq. (11): 

  
Δp = 1

K2

Aρ dΔy
dt

− K1Δx
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (15) 

 The force F generated by piston pressure difference on 
both sides is 

  
F = AΔp = A

K2

Aρ dΔy
dt

− K1Δx
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (16) 

 The force F pushes the piston to move, assuming the 
piston mass M, damping coefficient B, according to 
Newton’s second law of motion, the following equation can 
be obtained: 

  
M Δy

••

+ BΔy
•

= A
K2

AρΔy
•

− K1Δx
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (17) 

  
Δy
••

=
A2ρ − K2B

MK2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
Δy
•

 −
AK1

MK2

Δx  (18) 

 Considering the geometry of the rigid feedback lever: 

  
Δx = 2

3
Δu − 1

3
Δy  (19) 

 Eq. (19) into Eq. (18): 

  
Δy
••

=
A2ρ − K2B

MK2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
Δy
•

 −
AK1

MK2

2
3
Δu − 1

3
Δy

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (20) 

 Taking piston displacement △y and piston operating 
speed v = △y/△t as the state variable, △µ as controlling 
parameter, △y as output parameter, the state space equations 
are obtained as follows: 

  

Δy
•

v
•

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
=

0 1
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3MK2
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⎡

⎣

⎢
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v
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⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
+

0

−
2AK1

3MK2

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

 Δu
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v

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

 (21) 

4.3. Opening Characteristics of Double-Valve 

 The movement of the servo cylinder power piston 
transmitted to the double-valve body via the lever, drives the 
stem up or down [6]. The mathematical relationship between 
the piston displacement amount and valve lift can be derived 
from the test data of real ship [7]: 

1) Piston displacement △y = (-91.5 -79 -57 -41.5 -34  
-27.5 -21.5 -18 -15.5 -10.5 -6 0 6.4 10.5 14.5 16.2 18 
20.8 24 28.8 33.8 39 47 58 65.5 71 87 128.5 150); 

2) The corresponding valve stem lift L = (43 37 25 18 14 
11 8 6 5 2.5 0.5 0 0.5 2.5 4.5 5 5.5 7 9 11 13.5 16.5 
20.5 26.5 30 33 41 61 69). 

 The mathematical relationship and curve between the 
valve stem lift L and the piston displacement △y fitted with 
Matlab are shown in Fig. (3). 

 
Fig. (3). Fitted curve for the correspondence between power piston 
displacement and valve stem lift. 

4.4. Flow Characteristics for Main Control Valve 

 The varying relationships between the main control valve 
opening and flow are reflected by the flow characteristics. 
The stable control processes of main propulsion turbine, 
which are reflected by the accurate changes of fluid energy 
and flow, depend on the accurate movement of the main 
control valve. The working flow of the main control valve 
can be calculated as follows [8,  9]: 

  

G =

YstCv ρ1 p1 ε( )
2
k − ε( )

k+1
k

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥           ε ≥ εcr

YstCv ρ1 p1 εcr( )
2
k − εcr( )

k+1
k

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥       ε ≤ εcr

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪

 (22) 

where, G is the steam flow through the valve, kg/s; Yst is the 
valve opening, 0 to 1; Cv is the valve flow obtained from the 
experimental data; ρ1 is the valve inlet vapor density in 
kg/m3; p1 is the valve inlet steam pressure(pa); k is the 
adiabatic index, for superheated steam k is about 1.3; ε is 
steam pressure ratio between valve outlet and inlet; εcr is the 
critical pressure ratio, for superheated steam εcr is about 
0.546. 

5. COMBINED SIMULATION FOR THE OPENING 
AND FLOW OF MAIN CONTROL VALVE 

 The simulation modes of main control valve cam gear, 
oil valve actuator and double-valve body are combined in 
accordance with structural order. The specific opening value 
of an ahead or astern valve by the cam input angle can be 
obtained by combined simulation models to achieve a flow 
calculation based on a main control valve opening value 
[10]. The Matlab/Simulink simulation structure is shown in 
Fig. (4). 
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 The main input parameters of the simulation model in 
Fig. (4) are as follows [11]: 

 Information data: adiabatic index K and the main control 
valve flow coefficient Cv; 

 Operating data: cam angle was inputted by the 
Angle_input parameter, main control valve inlet steam 
pressure was inputted by the P_in parameter, vapor density 

was inputted by the b_in parameter and the steam outlet 
pressure was inputted by the P_out parameter. 

 Main output parameters for simulation models: main 
control valve opening Yst, the corresponding steam flow Gst. 

 The comparison between Simulation data and 
experimental data from real ship is shown in Table 2. 
According to the analysis of simulation data, if the pressure 
drop between the import and export were kept constant, the 

 
Fig. (4). Combined simulation for the main control valve. 

Table 2. Comparison of experimental data and simulation data of main control valve. 
 

Cam Angle (°) 
Valve Opening (%) Steam Flow (kg/s) 

Simulation Experiment Deviation Simulation Experiment Deviation 

Astern 
conditions 

-105 100 100 0 20.19 20.21 -0.02 

-100 84.86 86.01 -1.15 17.13 17.38 -0.25 

-90 58.26 58.14 0.12 11.77 11.85 0.02 

-70 31.28 32.56 -1.28 6.32 6.58 -0.26 

-50 17.65 18.6 -0.95 3.57 3.85 -0.28 

-30 10.75 11.63 -0.88 2.17 2.29 -0.12 

-15 1.37 1.16 0.21 0.28 0.24 0.04 

Ahead 
conditions 

15 0.68 0.73 -0.05 0.45 0.48 -0.03 

40 7.78 7.83 -0.05 2.09 2.11 -0.02 

80 15.86 16.67 -0.81 4.09 4.31 -0.22 

120 38.89 39.13 -0.24 10.01 10.56 -0.55 

140 48.18 48.69 -0.51 13.07 13.18 -0.11 

160 86.85 88.41 -1. 56 23.4 23.58 -0.18 

165 100 100 0 27.11 27.15 -0.04 
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main control valve flow are approximately proportional to its 
opening, which complies with the characteristic of linear 
valves. 

 By the analysis of the conditioned data, the dynamic 
changes of main parameters for the hydraulic servo 
mechanism of main turbine control valve in variable 
condition is in accordance with the law of the actual 
operation, which can verify the rationality of the model, 
while the response speed of the model can meet the 
requirements of real-time simulation [12, 13]. The 
simulation effect of main control valve of LNG ship steam 
turbine is shown in Fig. (5). 

CONCLUSION 

 This article carries out some research on modeling and 
simulation for main hydraulic control valves of LNG ship 
steam turbine, the control object are reasonably divided into 
cam lifting mechanism, oil actuator and double-valve body, 
three sub-modules in accordance with the idea of modular 
modeling. All the models are established respectively and 
combined in Matlab/Simulink environment. The simulation 
results of the static and dynamic characteristics are to meet 
the practical requirements. This approach for modeling 
objects is to provide platform for further analysis on 
dynamic characteristics of steam turbine main propulsion 
control system. It can also provide the simulation data 
support to analyze the operating performance, economic 
performance and control performance of steam turbine. 
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